
Standardised Scores 
 

A standardised score compares an individual result to the 

average. 

It is the number of standard deviations  above or below 

the mean value.  

There is no lower or upper bound on what the standardised 

score can be.  

• If the mean value is achieved the standardised score 

will be 0. 

• Anything above the mean will be a positive standardised 

score. 

• Anything below the mean will be a negative 

standardised score. 

This links with our work on the Normal Distribution where:  

- 68% of all data is ± 1 standard deviation from the mean,  

- 95% of all data is ± 2 standard deviations from the mean 

- 99.8% of all data is ± 3 standard deviations from the mean. 

 

They can be used to compare values from different sets of 

data, allowing us to see not only the difference between 

two scores but also the difference in the comparison to the 

mean of two scores. 

 

Standardised scores are often referred to as ‘z’ values’ 

You usually need to set up standardised scores.  

To calculate these, you need to know the mean and 

standard deviation 

 

Standardised Score (z)  =     score – mean   . 

                                           standard deviation  
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For each of the standardized scores below, choose the 

statement which best describes it 
0.85 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

 

2.41 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

 

- 1.26 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

- 0.09 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

 

- 3.51 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

 

1.29 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

 

A year group of 200 students take a Maths exam. The 

mean of the student’s scores was 48.7 with a standard 

deviation of 13.2, Calculate the standardised score for 

each of the following students 
 

Student Score Standardised Score 

Hayley 42  

Abdul 63  

Mona 48  

Ben 71  

Tanya 53  

Karl 45  
 

Why will no one get a standardised score of 0? ___________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 
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Solutions 
 

0.85 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

 

2.41 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

 

- 1.26 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

- 0.09 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

 

- 3.51 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

 

1.29 

 the score is well above the average 

 the score is just above the average 

 they scored the average 

 the score is just below the average 

 the score is well below the average 

 

A year group of 200 students take a Maths exam. The 

mean of the student’s scores was 48.7 with a standard 

deviation of 13.2, Calculate the standardised score for 

each of the following students 
 

Student Score Standardised Score 

Hayley 42 - 0.5076 

Abdul 63 1.0833 

Mona 48 - 0.0530 

Ben 71 1.6894 

Tanya 53 0.3258 

Karl 45 - 0.2803 
 

Why will no one get a standardised score of 0? Because to get 

a SS of 0 you need to get the mean score and the mean score is a decimal.  

A student will not be ablet o get a decimal score on the test.                   . 
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